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Chapter 1: Introduction

This piece of interpretivist research is grounded in the experience of Change Lab which is a

four week long studio based Development Education module in the Professional Masters of

Education (PME) programme at the National College of Art and Design, Dublin. The Change

Lab brief for 2020 describes it as

a space where your art practice has a social and ethical dimension as you
create work that investigates complex, real world problems. The Change Lab
explores the concept of agency and ownership through fostering collaborative
teaching and learning methods. Over the process of the Change Lab you will
engage from the tripartite context of  being an artist, a researcher and a
teacher. (Change Lab Brief, 2020 Appendix 1)

Irish Aid (no date, p.6) describes Development Education (Dev Ed) as “a lifelong educational

process which aims to increase public awareness and understanding of the rapidly changing,

interdependent and unequal world in which we live”. McCloskey(2014) says that Dev Ed

represents the enduring capacity of education to raise the learner beyond his or
her physical environment, extend their imagination to new horizons, attain
new forms of cultural expression, overcome societal inequalities and embrace
humanisation above the ‘otherness’ of materialism. (p.1)

Through arts based research (ABR) described by Jones and Leavy (2014) as “any social

research or human inquiry that adapts the tenets of the creative arts as a part of the

methodology” (2014, p.1), we explored Development Education from a social inequalities

angle during the Change Lab project.

ABR is a qualitative method of research based on human experience and connection. It is a

suitable method of research to use when exploring Development Education as “by

challenging stereotypes and encouraging independent thinking, Development Education helps

people to critically explore how global justice issues interlink with their everyday lives”
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(Irish Aid, no date, p.6). ABR is an empathetic approach to research which can be harnessed

to gain a better understanding of people and their problems.

Chapter two will outline documentation of the Change Lab project, including details of the

theme, the group composition and dynamics, the research approach and ethical

considerations. In chapter three the project will be analysed through the conceptual and

theoretical frameworks of Arts Based Research and Communities of Practice with a focus on

group tension and how this can contribute positively to the success of a project. Finally

chapter four will present a summary of observations and reflections including reference to the

pedagogical outcomes of the research project.

Chapter 2: Documentation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will provide an account of my experience as an Artist, Teacher, Researcher, in

the Change Lab 2020. It will establish the overall theme of Change Lab and the sub theme

chosen by our group. The research approaches we used to generate ideas and develop our

body of work will be documented along with a detailed description of the artwork produced.

The group composition, dynamics and processes are described in addition to the ethical

considerations that were a concern throughout the duration of the project.

2.2 Composition of the group

The Change Lab groups were assigned by the module tutors at the start of the project. There

were four members in our group, made up of one artist, one artist designer, and two

designers. Our group composition was that of three mature students (in their thirties) and one

member in their early twenties. The group composition made for an interesting dynamic and
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each member's creative approach, processes and life and work experiences contributed

greatly.

2.3 Change Lab Theme: Place and Space, Cancel Culture

The theme for Change Lab 2020 was ‘Place and Space’, with the point of departure being

Moment in Time: A Legacy of Photographs, an exhibition of photography in the National

Gallery of Ireland that we, as a PME class visited in February 2020. Over the summer months

of 2020 we personally reflected on this exhibition in light of the Covid-19 pandemic and the

new restricted lives we were leading. Individually the group members recorded, in our chosen

medium, imagery and ideas based on personal reflections and observations of our Moment in

Time (See Figure 1).

Figure 1: Drawing by Hannah Doyle, 2020
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The commonalities within our individual work led us as a group to use Sustainable

Development Goal no.10 - Reduced Inequalities (United Nations, 2021) to underpin our

research project. Our group's sub-theme was Cancel Culture, an area of interest that we

arrived at after initial discussion and research of topics such as ‘art as activism’, ‘the power

of words and images’ and ‘equality and representation’.

Brooke Kato (2021) of the New York Post defines Cancel Culture as “the phenomenon of

promoting the ‘canceling’ of people, brands and even shows and movies due to what some

consider to be offensive or problematic remarks or ideologies”. Cancel Culture is often

considered as being performed on social media in the form of group shaming. Our group was

concerned with the oppressive side of Cancel Culture, which alienates people, shuts down

debate, and kills an argument before it starts. We were curious as to how this affected people

and how they expressed their opinions online. A letter in Harper’s Magazine (2020) signed

by 153 prominent artists and intellectuals argues that  “the restriction of debate, whether by a

repressive government or an intolerant society, invariably hurts those who lack power and

makes everyone less capable of democratic participation”. It was this concept of power and

participation that we focused on.

2.4 Research approach

Through a series of group exercises set by the tutors of the module, we found our group

dynamic and formed a solid starting point for our Change Lab project. As a group we

discussed issues of oppressed groups in society, the power of words, language, public debate

and identity.
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The methods we utilised to gather information and data were group discussions, internet

research - articles, artists work, mind maps, drawing, personal reflections, walking interview,

material experimentation and group discussions. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2: Photo by Tony Murphy of our research on the NCAD gallery wall, Adamczyk Harrington, E., Dolan,
E., Doyle, H., Feighery, T., 2020

The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA) in Ireland released a new

Visual Art specification (2019) for the Leaving Certificate which outlines three strands

“Research, Respond, Create”, which “serve to signify the importance of the symbiotic

relationship between the learner, the practical work with which they are involved and their

understanding of the place of, and emphasis on, Visual Studies within their work” (National

Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 2019, p.10). Our research group incorporated these

strands into our project from the beginning, which helped us to structure the project but also

gain an understanding of the new curriculum structure in post primary senior level visual art.
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Our group developed a key question to base our research project on, “Does Cancel Culture

Kill Free Speech?” Each member of the group investigated this issue through discussion, and

a review of the topic in literature and media including social media, magazine articles,

newspaper articles etc. with an emphasis on areas of censorship and “cancelling” in cultural

outlets. We looked at a number of key examples of Cancel Culture in different areas of

culture (See Figure 3).

Figure 3: Page from our Change Lab Notebook, Adamczyk Harrington, E., Dolan, E., Doyle, H., Feighery, T.,
2020

Our group identified a number of artists who have socially engaged art practices or practices

that comment on censorship in one guise or another. These artists included Banksy(2011),

Jenny Holzer(2019), Victoria Villasana(2018), Maser(2018) and Edward Ruscha(2001) (See

Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Page from our Change Lab Notebook, Adamczyk Harrington, E., Dolan, E., Doyle, H., Feighery, T.,
2020

The way in which the artists Bansky, Maser and Jenny Holzer displayed or presented their

work was of interest to us. Their works were presented in public spaces, which makes them

more accessible to the general public. Our group was concerned with the accessibility of

ideas and art to the public and how artwork could be provocative, activist and have a social

justice element inherent. We were interested in how these artists explored ways to display

ideas through text, and represent cancelling, blocking out and censoring information and

images in their work.

The concept of a Filter Bubble, that Pariser outlined in his TED talk in 2011, interested me

personally. Having worked in technology companies I was aware of this tailoring of content

but only when I researched it further during this project did I get an idea of how filtered our
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individual social media feeds are. Pariser(2011) who coined the term Filter Bubble, says it is

“your own personal, unique universe of information that you live in online. And what's in

your filter bubble depends on who you are, and it depends on what you do. But the thing is

that you don't decide what gets in” (Pariser, 2011). What Pariser implies is that we tend not to

see news content that is unlike the information we ‘want to’ see, rarely seeing opinions on

our social media feeds that are not a mirror of our own beliefs. This can be very damaging

and harmful in many ways and the Netflix documentary The Social Dilemma delves deep into

how these algorithms have developed over the last decade. In The Social Dilemma video

(Orlowski, 2020), Jeff Seibert, the former Senior Director of Product at Twitter says “What I

want people to know is that everything they are doing online is being watched, is being

tracked. Every single action you take is carefully monitored and recorded” (Orlowski, 2020).

Figure 5: Page from our Change Lab Notebook, Adamczyk Harrington, E., Dolan, E., Doyle, H., Feighery, T.,
2020
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With this in mind, our group focussed on young people and how these developments affect

them as they are being exposed to more technology and algorithms than any generation

before. We thought it essential to seek out a young person who was vocal, insightful and

willing to share his opinion. We engaged a spoken word artist Carl Óg to write a piece about

Cancel Culture. His insightful prose focused the angle of our work, which we then worked

with physically (See Appendix 2) (See Figure 5).

We printed many copies of his words on A3 paper. Some copies were left plain, some were

zoomed in on and displayed only a couple of ‘keywords’, others we redacted using

highlighters, tape and layers of tracing paper.  We obstructed his words, changed the meaning

in some instances and in others left them unedited. This was a comment on the ease of which

words can be altered and skewed to change the meaning (See Figure 6).

Figure 6: Installation photo by Tony Murphy of our work on display in the NCAD Gallery, Adamczyk
Harrington, E., Dolan, E., Doyle, H., Feighery, T., Carl Óg, 2020
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2.5 Working in a group

2.5.1 Covid-19

Due to the Covid-19 restrictions that were in place in the NCAD we were required to wear

masks at all times on campus and we were unable to interact closely with other students in

the class as much as we might have done under normal circumstances.

2.5.2 Group dynamic

We worked closely together as a group from the start of the project, sharing our experiences,

opinions and questions. We did not officially assign roles of responsibility within the group,

so would discuss the tasks that required attention at the end of discussions or meetings and

allocate tasks to members of the group accordingly. We shared the responsibility for

completing tasks each day collectively. Each member of the group had their own strengths,

for example, one member of the group was great at keeping the group updated if someone

could not attend the meetings. Another member was very active outside of the gallery setting,

doing research and engaging with Carl Óg as part of the collaboration.

We checked in often with each other, in person at meetings in college or through Facebook

Chat. If a group member was not able to attend the studio we would keep them informed

about our progress and ideas that we were working through. As challenges arose, we learnt to

deal with them and move on through group discussion. We did not dwell on issues for long,

but took opinions and concerns on board.

We were a hard working group and wanted to create insightful work for the exhibition and

develop interesting work that we could bring forward to our teaching practice. During our

first workshop it became clear that our group members were opinionated and strong willed. I
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felt we would need to listen to each other and be aware of varied viewpoints in order to work

well as a group. There were moments of tension while working through ideas and discussions

as a group, but I felt these tensions were a valuable contributor to debate and creative

progression and ultimately resulted in work that was questioned, considered and well

presented. Our project looked at opinions, debate and freedom of expression online and how

this can be, at times, censored or skewed. It was important that we did not allow this to

happen in our collaboration.

2.6 Gallery space

Working in the NCAD Gallery space was of great importance to the project. It gave us a

dedicated space from which to base our research and subsequent artworks. The gallery was a

neutral space and we used a large white wall as a pin board to visually display our research

and progress throughout the project. There were no distractions in the gallery, it was a blank

space, which meant we could really focus on being artists and researchers.

2.7 Ethical considerations

All case-studies and art works that we used for research purposes were widely available to

the public. There was no profit or material gain to be made from the use of these materials

and all reference images are credited.

When we engaged with Carl Óg we were aware of ethical concerns, the NCAD Code of

Practice on Research Ethics (2017, p.3) states that “Ethical conduct in research demands

respect for the rights of others who are directly or indirectly affected by the research. For

human participants, both their physical and personal autonomy should be respected”. Our

concern was to make sure that Carl Óg was paid for the work which he was commissioned.

The NCAD agreed to pay an artist fee for his work on our behalf, which was paid after the
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work was completed. A verbal agreement was made between our group and Carl Óg about

how his work would be used. This agreement covered the use of photographs of Carl Óg as

part of the exhibition work.

As we worked as a collaborative group, there was a sharing of work and we all consented to

the use of each other's work for the purpose of the dissertation. All images created by the

group have been referenced throughout.

2.8 Summary

The Change Lab project was intense, due to the subject matter, the covid-19 restrictions, the

deadlines, the working space of the studio and group dynamics, amongst other things.

Though this intensity is something I actually appreciate in a project as it creates an

atmosphere of collective understanding and a certain bonding over the experience. Our group

processes were considered and defined by the new Visual Art specification strands of

Research, Respond, Create. This approach helped to define the phases of the work we were

exploring.

Chapter 3: Analysis and reflection

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter the theoretical and conceptual frameworks of Arts Based Research and

Communities of Practice used within this research will be outlined and their effectiveness

or suitability for this project analysed. These frameworks were chosen as qualitative,

interpretivist methods of research which were appropriate for this studio based project. The

dynamics of the Change Lab group will be analysed and reflected upon, specifically the
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effects of tension within groups and how this can be both a positive and negative influence on

a project's outcome.

3.2 Arts Based Research

Barone and Eisner (2011) define Arts Based Research (ABR) as “a method designed to

enlarge human understanding” (p.4) and as “an effort to extend beyond the limiting

constraints of discursive communication in order to express meanings that otherwise would

be ineffable” (p.1). Leavy (Jones, Leavy, 2014) describes ABR as “any social research or

human inquiry that adapts the tenets of the creative arts as a part of the methodology” (p.1).

Our group explored the phenomenon of Cancel Culture from a variety of perspectives and the

interpretivist approach allowed our research project to explore the human element of this

subject, the emotive angle, that might not be captured in another method of research.

ABR differs from traditional methods of research. It is not concerned with arriving at a

definitive outcome, it leaves room for ambiguity and interpretation. It is a qualitative method

of research based on human experience and connection, and therefore is an empathetic

approach.

Barone and Eisner argue that “a great deal of research and some of the most valuable research

is not at all scientific” (Barone and Eisner, 2011, p.2). ABR brings another angle to

understanding complex issues. Barone and Eisner outline it clearly,
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The contribution of arts based research is not that it leads to claims in
propositional form about states of affairs but that it addresses complex and
often subtle interactions and that it provides an image of those interactions in
ways that make them noticeable. In a sense, arts based research is a heuristic
through which we deepen and make more complex our understanding of some
aspect of the world (Barone and Eisner, 2011, p.3).

The ABR research framework was relevant and useful to our area of inquiry, the effects of

Cancel Culture on freedom of speech, in that we were not searching for a final resolution. We

explored Cancel Culture and how it affects people, especially young people and wanted to

create work that would raise questions of the topic. It was through experimentation with

visuals (collage, drawing, installations) and exploration of stories (online research) that we

considered the effects of Cancel Culture and how it is and could be visually represented. The

final artwork on display focused on personal experience through the written work of Carl Óg

and the group's visual input. (See Figure 7)

Figure 7: Installation photo by Tony Murphy of our work on display in the NCAD Gallery, Adamczyk
Harrington, E., Dolan, E., Doyle, H., Feighery, T., Carl Óg, 2020
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Cancel Culture takes many forms and it is a subject of much ambiguity, debate, and emotion.

We hoped, as a research group, that creating works of art made it possible for an audience to

access these emotive responses to the subject. Due to the Covid-19 restrictions, the exhibition

could not be opened to the public and therefore changed the way in which this work could be

viewed.

The aesthetic considerations of our research which involved experimenting with a variety

of materials to create a visual interpretation and representation of cancel culture was inline

with the ideas of ABR in that it “represents an effort to explore the potentialities of an

approach to representation that is rooted in aesthetic considerations and that, when it is at its

best, culminates in the creation of something close to a work of art” (Barone and Eisner,

2011, p.1).

Barone and Eisner (2011 p.18) state that the outcome of ABR projects “are not designed to

reinforce stereotypical or taken-for-granted notions of what it means to attend to the physical

world around us”, and they note that “quite the opposite is the case. Each possesses the

capacity to disrupt our comfortable assumptions about these thoroughly human phenomena”.

Our Change Lab project could be described similarly, it investigates, delves into and

expresses views of and about Cancel Culture and its effect on youth, in collaboration with the

spoken word artist Carl Óg. It was not a definitive statement, it was intended to act as a

springboard for discussion on the topic, enabling everyone to have and share their own

opinion.
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ABR has a base in pluralism and by its nature is accessible. Our group agreed with Barone

and Eisner that pluralism and diversity are virtues (2011, p.4) in getting multiple perspectives

on a topic. This pluralistic element of ABR was important because the focus of our project

was opinion, open dialogue and how discourse is handled online by the general public. The

idea that people’s opinions can be ‘cancelled’ by a group online and the how and why of such

events was central to our research. As outlined in chapter 2, the debate about Cancel Culture

and freedom of expression is a divisive topic, as seen in the letter to Harper’s magazine

(2020),  and our group did not take a stance on either side of the argument. Within our group,

opinions were divided and much debate was had, and this I felt was a constructive way to

approach the topic.

To put the ABR methods into perspective, one of the weaknesses of this approach is the

subjectivity of the work produced, as the final outcome is the researcher's interpretation of the

topic. The research is based largely on an individual’s reality and lived experience, and their

particular perspectives and biases. This perceived weakness was not of major concern to our

group, as we were not trying to answer questions, rather we were attempting to raise them.

3.4 Communities of practice

Communities of Practice(CoP) was a term coined by two researchers Jean Lave and Etienne

Wenger in the late 1980s and early 1990s which outlined a significant rethinking of learning

theory (Smith, 2003, 2009). CoP is concerned with the shift in thinking about how people

learn. It is a “broad conceptual framework for thinking about learning as a process of social

participation” (Wenger, 1998, p.2) (See Figure 8). Communities of practice can be identified

as “groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and

who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis”

(Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002, p.4). This style of learning is in contrast to the
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transmission view of teaching and learning which means that the students role is to “passively

acquire teacher specified knowledge and skills”. (Xie, Wang, and Hu, 2018, p.3)

Figure 8: Components of a social theory of learning, Wenger (2008)

Lave and Wenger’s theory of CoP sheds light on processes we engaged in and it is this

participatory approach of CoP that is evident in our Change Lab project. The CoP framework

comprises three elements as outlined by Smith (2003, 2009). Firstly, there is the Domain, an

area of shared inquiry, secondly the Community, the relationship between members of the

group, and thirdly, Practice, a “shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools,

ways of addressing recurring problems—in short a shared practice” (Smith 2003, 2009).

We constructed a community of practice within our Change Lab group. Our group worked

together in a shared ‘Domain’, i.e. four PME students working on a Development Education

research project which involved exploration and interpretation of our chosen theme, Cancel

Culture. Our ‘Community’ aspect of the project was the practice of talking, researching,

discussing, critiquing and working together in a very intense way for several weeks. This
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process ultimately led to our ‘Practice’, a collaborative body of work that culminated in an

installation at the NCAD gallery as part of the Change Lab exhibition. We worked through a

process of collaboration and skill sharing to create an outcome from which we can teach and

others can learn. We shared an end goal, though we did not know what that would be exactly

when we started the project. We worked together to work through ideas in a critical and

decisive way.

We worked collaboratively throughout the project, communicating daily in person and/or

online to discuss ideas, formulate plans, share research findings and to create the body of

work which would be displayed in the NCAD gallery. We each had a distinct skillset, and

brought our knowledge and skills to the table to provide something that will be a benefit to

the group. It meant that the resources we could draw from, and the ideas from which we

could create and develop work was large. It was through this collaborative process that we

arrived at our final work.

3.3 Group dynamics and collaborative learning

Bruton (2017, p.1) outlines Bruce Tuckman’s “Five stages of team development” which

involves teams going through the following five stages; forming, storming, norming,

performing, and adjourning. Forming is the beginning stage which “involves a period of

orientation and getting acquainted”, the getting to know each other stage. Storming is noted to

be “the most difficult and critical stage to pass through. It is a period marked by conflict and

competition as individual personalities emerge”. Bruton notes that “To get through this stage,

members must work to overcome obstacles, to accept individual differences, and to work

through conflicting ideas on team tasks and goals”. During the Norming stage “conflict is

resolved and some degree of unity emerges”, though it can be precarious, “if disagreements

re-emerge the team can slide back into storming”. The Performing stage can be described as
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the point in which the team have a “clear and stable structure, and members are committed to

the team’s mission”, focus is on task, issue may still arise but is “dealt with constructively”.

And finally Bruton describes the last stage of team development as created by Bruce

Tuckman, Adjourning. During the Adjourning stage, “emphasis is on wrapping up final tasks

and documenting the effort and results”.

It is interesting to note that our Change Lab group did go through these stages, though I only

became aware of these stages after the project took place. The “Forming” stage went

smoothly, we came together and discussed what we had created over the summer in relation

to the project and got to know each other on a surface level. Next we worked on the group

exercises, delivered by the tutors. I would consider this the “Storming” stage. There was

heated debate and open discussions as we figured out each other's personalities and personal

interests. As we entered the “Norming” stage, we decided on a direction for our project and

devised a plan. We worked hard as a group to keep communication open, we delegated tasks

and this “Performing” stage was a very productive time. The final stage of the project was

our documentation and presentation of the work, celebrating its completion and this

“Adjourning” of the project was a special moment that we shared as a group.

It is the “Storming” stage which interests me the most, in that it is crucial to the success or

failure of a project. If this stage is worked through in an appropriate way a group can come

out of this phase stronger and not fragmented. In my opinion, our group went through the

Storming phase when individual work was being made separately by group members in order

to work through ideas instead of working collaboratively. Our group dynamic was not yet

fully formed at this stage and it was when we came together in meetings and talked through

our work that we found shared interest and commonalities within our work from which we
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could build our project concepts and move forward. In my opinion, our group worked

through this storming stage through discussion and ultimately learnt a lot about each other's

viewpoints on our topic.

3.4 Tension in teams - harnessing this energy in a positive way

Group dynamics are integral to the success or failure of any collaborative project. My

experience of working in teams as part of work experience but also my experience of being a

teacher has made me aware of the tensions that can occur between a group of colleagues or

students. The Change Lab project was no different, maintaining a good dynamic was

essential to the successful completion of the project. As Andriessen, Pardijs, and Baker

(2013) put it,  “when students work together on educational tasks, they have to try to get on

with doing the task whilst trying to get on with each other. The way that they learn together

will therefore depend on the dynamic interrelations between processes operating on epistemic

and socio-relational planes” (p.1).

Not only was it important to maintain harmony within the group, but it was essential that we

could work through conflict when it arose, and harness that energy to create better work.

Kling (2009, p.1) says that “conflict within teams is inevitable. And that’s a good thing,

because it’s also essential to the creative collaboration that is a team’s raison d’être. Without

differences of opinion, there can be no debate about important issues nor synthesis of ideas”.

A willingness to take on others opinions/points of view was crucial to the CoP idea of a

shared repertoire, domain and practice. I believe that our group benefited from different

perspectives, though at times it was difficult to navigate. As we had not officially assigned

roles within the group, the responsibility lay with each of us to work out challenges that

arose.  Kling (2009) suggests that “when things go wrong, look at the situation as a learning

experience rather than an opportunity to point fingers” (p.2). Though Kling is talking
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specifically about leading by example as the leader of a group, it is an important point and

one that I will consider when presenting group work in the classroom. “Your example” he

says, “will influence members of the team to behave the same way” (Kling, 2009, p.2).

3.5 Summary

In summary, the ABR framework which we utilised in the Change Lab project was a suitable

and dynamic method of research which allowed for the hybrid pedagogy which we embarked

on as artists, researchers and teachers. It allowed for a freedom of expression, of materials

and of outcome. The CoP that we found ourselves in throughout the project created a group

dynamic which led to the development of creative work with social justice issues at its core.

Although there were tensions along the way, I believe we resolved those issues and created a

successful project. If we had not worked through this “Storming” stage would we have in fact

“cancelled” each other's ideas, work and opinions? I think we showed that differences in

opinion can lead to successful group work that can be developed from a diverse set of views.

(See Figures 2,3,4,5,6,7)

Chapter 4: Conclusion

In conclusion, the Change Lab project was an effective way of participating in group work as

artists, researchers and teachers, to collaboratively develop and investigate Development

Education. Working in a group raised more questions and ideas than working alone. Sharing

skills and experiences was invaluable to the success of the project.

Many elements of this project could be used and/or replicated in the art classroom. As Heyn

(2016) suggests the more students work with their peers, the more skills, ideas and

viewpoints they are exposed to. As disagreements come up, as they inevitably will, it is the

role of the teacher to model effective listening and problem solving skills. Heyn advises the
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teacher to “remind students that to truly collaborate, there has to be a give and take” (Heyn,

2016). It is this give and take that was evident in our groups dynamic that led to the

successful completion of the project.

It is not to say that this collaborative style of working is without its flaws or challenges.

Authorship and accountability are areas of concern when working as a group, that could be

explored more in the future, but with careful consideration and discussion these issues can be

addressed within the group and modelled by the teacher/tutor.

Since the experience of the Change Lab, I have been able to utilise some of these learnings

and bring them into the classroom through a unit of learning about the ‘power of words’.

Building on what I have learnt from my research, I would like to use more group work to

explore themes of social justice and Development Education in visual art and make links with

other curriculum subjects.

The limitations of this research included the lack of access to the exhibition for a public

audience, due to Covid-19 restrictions and therefore the effect of the work on an audience

could not be observed.

My recommendations for future research would be to explore the group dynamic in group

work within the context of a post-primary art classroom when addressing social justice issues

to determine if empathy is and could be developed.
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Appendix 2: Cancel Culture by Carl Óg
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